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Abstract
The work described in this thesis is part of the initial development of the opensource visualization software OpenSpace, a collaborative project between
Linköping University (LiU), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH).
The report covers the background and implementation of a rendering
system that enables OpenSpace to interactively visualize multiple overlapping
space weather events. The system works much like a Deferred Renderer by
rendering all objects once and then resolves the final image in a second
rendering step.
To render a mix of opaque and translucent objects and volumes simultaneously, order-independent transparency solutions are implemented. Performance is compared against traditional methods and possible improvements
are discussed.
The implemented rendering system is currently powering the OpenSpace
visualizations, this gives scientists an interactive tool for studying multiple
space weather events, education and public outreach.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This thesis is the outcome of development carried out at NASA’s Goddard
Space Flight Center from February to August 2014. It serves as a fulfillment of
a Master of Science degree in Media Technology and Engineering at Linköping
University, Sweden.

1.1

Purpose and Motivation

The main purpose of this thesis work has been the development of the opensource visualization platform OpenSpace. The focus for this thesis has been
the implementation of a system for dealing with multiple, intersecting volumetric data and geometry. This is to enable data visualization for models
that are spanning the same region in space.
Volume rendering has been used for many years in scientific visualization.
One of the first uses was Levoy [1] who visualized an electron density map
using ray casting on the CPU. Volume rendering has evolved and is commonly used today for visualizing CT-data1 using the GPU for interactive
visualizations. As Törnros [2] showed with his work volume rendering is also
beneficial for visualizing space weather data. The volumetric representations
provides scientists and the public with a new way of seeing and understanding the space weather models. However, it is not enough to see how different
models interact with each other.
Since it is common that one space weather model is used as an input
for another, or that models represent different phenomena caused by the
same input, a way to interactively visualize and explore multiple intersecting
volumes is needed.
1

Computed tomography, is a technology that uses computer-processed x-rays to create
slices of images

1

1.2

Problem Description

The existing work done for OpenSpace was carried out in sandbox environments by Törnros [2] and Sand [3]. There are two problems with the existing
environments: no adaptation for real-time rendering and intersecting volume
rendering. The first was done in Voreen2 [4] which was not adapted for real
time renderings but had geometry intersection. The second environment is
called Flare3 which supported real-time volume rendering but could not integrate geometry. The general goal for this work is to begin development of
the open-source visualization software OpenSpace that is designed to solve
these issues.
Transparency in the standard rendering pipeline is usually implemented
in Painter’s Algorithm style where the objects are sorted and rendered backto-front or front-to-back. This works well for simple geometry, more complex
geometry could be subdivided into smaller objects to handle the cases where
one large object would intersect with itself. These methods require preprocessing and data structures that support the algorithms needed for efficient
rendering.
In traditional volume rendering (see section 3.1) each volume is traversed
and sampled individually in a separate rendering step. This does not allow for
geometry to be easily rendered inside volumes, and semi-transparent geometry
would prove even more difficult. Combining volumes is also not supported in
traditional volume rendering. Each volume has a different optimal sampling
frequency due to difference in size and data resolution. When combining
volumes the overlapping region needs to be handled in such a way that visual
artifacts from the change in sampling frequency do not occur.

1.3

Objectives

The following objectives are established from the problem description:
• Implement a framework for handling volume rendering of multiple volumes.
• Implement the rendering pipeline such that combining volume rendering
with geometry is seamless without any modification of the geometry
(subdivision).
• Allow volumes to overlap without artifacts.
• Integrate the previous work into OpenSpace.
2
3

http://voreen.org/
https://github.com/victorsand/flare
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1.4

Method

The chosen method that fits the requirements belongs to at class of algorithms
called order-independent transparency. Order-independent transparency techniques do not require the objects to be sorted before rendering, they have
algorithms ensuring the final result is correct. The chosen technique stores
all fragments and sorts them during a resolving stage.
By having all fragments sorted and available makes it possible to perform
ray casting through multiple volumes, it is simply a matter of keeping track
of which volumes are active and how to sample them.

1.5

Required Reading

This thesis assumes knowledge about the basics about programming and
computer graphics and the rendering pipeline. The code snippets are C++
and OpenGL/GLSL4 but are aimed to be short and readable even for readers
unfamiliar with the languages. The concepts and terminology not explained
in this thesis are not assumed to be trivial but outside of the scope of the
thesis.

4

OpenGL Shading Language

3

Chapter 2

Background
This chapter will give a background of the OpenSpace project and an introduction to space weather and space weather data. The data is not used
scientifically but rather as a technical demonstration of the rendering technique implemented in this thesis work.

2.1

Space Weather

Space Weather is the generic terminology that describes the area influenced
by the Sun. The National Space Weather Program Council was one of the
first to describe Space Weather:
“Space weather” refers to conditions on the sun and in the solar
wind, magnetosphere, ionosphere, and thermosphere that can influence the performance and reliability of space-borne and groundbased technological systems and can endanger human life or health.
Adverse conditions in the space environment can cause disruption
of satellite operations, communications, navigation, and electric
power distribution grids, leading to a variety of socioeconomic
losses.[5]
A space weather model is a mathematical representation of a phenomena
that is based on observed and measured physics. The models are validated
by inputing observed data and comparing results by measured data from
spacecraft and instruments on Earth. A model is never better than the input data provided, which is why it is hard to determine the quality of the
model. Every model has strengths and drawbacks which makes them useful
in different situations.
In this thesis work space weather models are used as technical demonstration of the capabilities of its multi-volume rendering system. Therefore,
the models are not described in detail other than if the model rendered is
Cartesian or non-Cartesian since that affects the sampling of the model. The
two models used in this thesis is the BATS-R-US and ENLIL models.
4

2.1.1

BATS-R-US

The BATS-R-US model is a magnetosphere model developed by Tóth et al.
[6]. The model describes the Earth’s magnetospheric plasma, among other
variables, density, pressure and velocity. It spans about 180 Earth radii and
has a Cartesian grid that makes sampling the volume trivial. The BATS-R-US
run used is the David_Sibeck_112707_11 .

2.1.2

ENLIL

The ENLIL model is a heliosphere model developed by Xie et al. [7]. The
model describes the heliosphere in terms of, among other variables, plasma
mass, momentum and energy. The ENLIL model is a spherical model, the
sampling method used is this thesis was developed by Törnros [2]. The ENLIL
run used is the Hong_Xie_120312_SH_12 , it spans from 21 solar radii to
the orbit of Jupiter.

2.2

Community Coordinated Modeling Center

The Community Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) is a big part of
this OpenSpace collaboration and the sponsor for this thesis project. CCMC
describes their work on their website:
The CCMC is a multi-agency partnership to enable, support and
perform the research and development for next-generation space
science and space weather models. . . . We provide, to the scientific community, access to modern space research models. We test
and evaluate models. We support Space Weather forecasters. We
support space science education.[8]
The CCMC is developing tools that enables users to explore space weather
models. One of the tools is runs-on-request3 which is a tool for running models
and generating output for later study, this was used to generate the data
used in this report. The second tool used in this thesis is Kameleon4 which
is a library for loading and reading model run data. Kameleon is included
in OpenSpace and interfaced through a module for easy interpolation of
Cartesian and spherical models.
1
http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/results/viewrun.php?domain=GM&runnumber=David_
Sibeck_112707_1
2
http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/database_SH/Hong_Xie_120312_SH_1.php
3
http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/requests/requests.php
4
https://code.google.com/p/ccmc-software/
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2.3

OpenSpace

OpenSpace is a collaborative project between Linköping University (LiU),
American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) and CCMC. The main goal is
to build an open-source software that enables space visualizations on multiple
platforms. It is also supposed to be a flexible tool for scientists to explore
data together with its context as well as public outreach in museums and for
presentations.
The project started out in 2012 with Törnros [2] that explored the data
available at the CCMC and investigated how it could be visualized in 3D. The
next iteration in the collaboration was Sand [3] that implemented algorithms
for dealing with real-time renderings of time-variant data. Both of these
project were promising and created huge excitement for the continuation of
the project.
In 2014 the development of the OpenSpace platform was started using
the knowledge gained from Törnros [2] and Sand [3]. Apart from this thesis
project another project was conducted in parallel by Helltegen [9] focussing
on field-line tracing and rendering.

6

Chapter 3

Previous Work
This chapter describes underlaying techniques used in this thesis. This is to
give a better understanding of how the multi-volume rendering is implemented
by combining more widely used techniques.

3.1

Volume Rendering

In scientific visualization volume rendering are techniques for creating 2D
images from 3D data, hereafter referred to as volumes. The basic idea is to
have a virtual eye or camera and trace rays through the volume, sampling the
volume along the rays. There are a number of algorithms and implementations
of volume rendering, the one used as a foundation in this thesis is ray casting
and transfer functions.

3.1.1

Ray Casting

The first step is to render a box that surrounds the data, this is intuitive
when the data has a Cartesian coordinate system but is also possible with
other coordinate systems as done by Törnros [2]. Each corner of the box
has a local coordinate from (0,0,0) to (1,1,1). The box will need to rendered
twice with the side facing the image plane and the side facing away, this is
to have a coordinate for the entry and exit points for each ray. Krüger and
Westermann [10] explains this technique in more detail.
At intervals during the ray, samples of the volume are fetched and interpolated. This can be done with regular intervals or with adaptive sampling. For
a basic implementation, regular intervals are considered good enough. There
are other optimization techniques as described in chapter 6. Each sample
corresponds to a data value. This value is mapped using a transfer function
to a color and alpha value. This color is then accumulated to a final color for
each pixel.
Figure 3.1 illustrates ray casting for a single ray. During ray casting there

7

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the the ray casting for a single ray through the
virtual image plane and through the volume. The white dot in the image
plane represent the pixel for which the ray is calculated. The white dots in
the volume represent sample points. Original illustration by Engel et al. [11].
is a single ray for each pixel of the volume in the final image. In this example
the volume is sampled uniformly through the volume; chapter 6 discusses
other kinds of sampling.

3.1.2

Transfer Functions

A transfer function is a function that maps a data value to a RGBA value. The
alpha (transparency) value is considered special because it is used differently
than the red, green and blue color components when compositing the final
result. The front-to-back compositing function can be seen in equation 3.1.
Cdst ← Cdst + (1 − αdst )Cdst
αdst ← αdst + (1 − αdst )αsrc

(3.1)

Usually the transfer function has a mapping of 0.0 to 1.0 where every
possible data value in between is represented with a color. Figure 3.2 shows
the process from intensity value to a final composited result.
.

3.2

Order-Independent Transparency

When rendering semi-transparent objects there are different techniques available, many which are based on the Painter’s Algorithm. The basic difficulty
of the Painter’s Algorithm is that the order of which objects are rendered
is important. The limitation is when objects intersect with themselves or
when depth sorting is not trivially implemented for objects that intersect
8

Figure 3.2: Illustration of how intensity values map to the final image. The
alpha value is represented on the vertical axis and the data value on the
horizontal. The color and alpha value is represented as the resulting graph.
Original rendering by Nvidia [12]
with each other in several places. There are solutions but the implementation
can be expensive. One solution is to render the scene several times discarding
fragments closer than the previous step as done by Everitt [13].
Order-Independent Transparency is the collective name for algorithms in
which the order of which objects are rendered does not matter. The solution
is to render all fragments first and store them in a buffer on the graphic card,
then, much like a Deferred Renderer, resolve the final image in a later step.
The resolving is theoretically trivial, but difficult to implement efficiently.
Since all fragments are rendered and stored in a buffer in random order,
the buffer needs to be sorted on a per-pixel level. Lindholm et al. [14] have
done work on analyzing and optimizing the rendering for scenes with high
depth complexity (many fragments per pixel). They showed that per pixel
linked list is generally the fastest solution, therefore it is chosen as the orderindependent solution to implement. They also present advanced techniques
for optimization for high complexity scenes, but since this stage of OpenSpace
does not require that kind of complexity these optimizations are only discussed
in chapter 6 and not investigated in this thesis.

9

3.3

A-Buffer

The A-Buffer concept is a general purpose buffer in computer graphics. The
terminology originated as an anti-aliased or accumulation buffer, but has
grown to be used for fragment lists for order-independent transparency solutions as well.
In this report, the A-Buffer refers to the fragment buffer where all fragments are stored as well as the anchor texture. The anchor texture is used as
a starting point for each pixel to indicate where and how to find the fragments
stored in the fragment buffer. The usage of these buffers is different in the
order-independent transparency solutions implemented in this thesis work.

10

Chapter 4

Implementation
This chapter provides implementation details of the Multi-Volume OrderIndependent Transparency solution. Focus lies on how existing techniques
are used and how they are improved. Motivations for why the design choices
have been made will be presented as well. The results can be seen in chapter
5.
The previous ray casting implementations in OpenSpace could only handle
one volume at the time. The most important part of this work is to enable
OpenSpace to render multiple intersecting volumes to be able to visualize
the CCMC models interacting with each other. It is also important that the
additional overhead over standard ray casting is not so much that it would
be impossible to maintain interactivity.

4.1

The A-Buffer in General

Two methods for handling fragments have been implemented in this thesis.
The first is a singly linked list as described by Shreiner et al. [15] and the other
is a fixed list of fragments. The implementations have in common that they
are both using an anchor texture and atomic operations. Atomic operations
are described by Segal and Akeley in the OpenGL 4.2 specification.
The built-in atomic memory transaction functions may be used to
read and write a given memory address atomically. While built-in
atomic functions issued by multiple shader invocations are executed in undefined order relative to each other, these functions
perform both a read and a write of a memory address and guarantee that no other memory transaction will write to the underlying
memory between the read and write. Atomics allow shaders to
use shared global addresses for mutual exclusion or as counters,
among other uses.[16]

11

(a) Simplified OpenGL rendering pipeline

(b) The A-Buffer replacing the standard frame buffer

Figure 4.1
This enables the possibility to ensure through hardware that the rendering
system is not subject to race conditions when adding fragments to the buffer.
This is a key component and the reason why the volume rendering only works
on systems that support OpenGL 4.2 and later.

4.2

Adding Fragments to the A-Buffer

The fragments are added to the fragment buffer via modified vertex and
fragment shaders. The difference from the standard graphics pipeline is that
no fragment is rendered to the standard back buffer but added to the A-Buffer
instead, see figure 4.1 and 4.2. The two methods implemented described in
detail in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
The fragments consist of different components that can be seen in figure
4.3. The depth component is used to sort the fragments in distance from the
camera. The Type/ID component is used to determine what type of fragment
it is, namely a colored fragment or a volume with coordinates. The rg and ba
components are either the fragment color or volume coordinates depending
on the type. The next component is a singly linked list component only, it
is used to link fragments together in lists.
Each fragment is stored as a 4x32-bit unsigned integer. Each 32-bit component is encoded data either by reinterpreting the bit values or by encoding.
The depth component is a float value reinterpreted to an unsigned integer,
12

Figure 4.2: The A-Buffer rendering in practice. First all volumes and objects
are rendered one by one and the fragments are added to the A-Buffer. In
one final step the A-Buffer is resolved and the sorting, accumulation and ray
casting are done at the same time.
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Figure 4.3: The data layout for a singly linked list fragment illustrated. Each
row is a 32-bit unsigned integer. The components are described in section
4.2.
it is calculated in a special way according to Fu and Hanson [17] but this
is outside the scope of this thesis and the depth value could equally well be
fetched from the gl_FragCoord.z. The Type/ID component serves a dual
purpose, a value of zero represents that the fragment is geometry while a
non-zero value is the volume ID to be sampled. The rg and ba components
is a full rgba vector encoded as 2x32-bit unsigned integer values.

4.2.1

Singly Linked List

The singly linked fragment data layout is illustrated in figure 4.3. Note
that the next component is shared with the Type/ID. Since the current
implementation is not using the texture samplers optimally a limit is set to
only allow four volumes (can be worked around or adjusted). This means
that only 4 bits is needed to represent the Type/ID and therefore it is bit
masked together with the next pointer.
The anchor texture is used as a pointer to where in the fragment buffer
the first fragment for the current pixel is stored. The fragment where the
next pointer is zero represents the end of the list.
The atomic counter that can be seen in figure 4.4 and 4.5 is a counter that
represents the next available fragment position. When the fragment shader
adds a new fragment, the atomic counter is first increased by one and the
previous value is used as a new anchor pointer.
The first four steps are illustrated in figure 4.4 and the final version is
illustrated with the links connected by lines for the blue fragment in figure
4.5.

4.2.2

Fixed List

In the fixed list implementation each pixel has its own memory allocated the
anchor texture is used as a counter for how many fragments are currently
used.
14

(a) Initial buffer state

(b) After first fragment

(c) After second fragment

(d) After third fragment

Figure 4.4: Example illustration of the memory usage when adding fragments. (a) The anchor texture is initialized to zero, representing the end
of the fragment list. (b) When the first fragment is added the the atomic
counter is incremented and anchor texture is updated with the new fragment
index. The new fragment next pointer is then set the the old anchor texture
value and added to the fragment buffer. (c) The previous step is re-iterated,
creating a linked list of two fragments for the first pixel (d) Another fragment
is added using the same method as previously mentioned but for the second
pixel.
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Figure 4.5: Example illustration of the final A-Buffer. The lines illustrate
the first pixel connection lookup flow. Starting at the fragment number 8,
moving on to fragment number 5, this pattern repeats until the fragment
with a next value of 0 is reached.
Since there is no need for a next pointer in the fixed list implementation,
the data layout illustrated in figure 4.6 does not need to mask the Type/ID
as in section 4.3. This allows easier implementation but also the possibility
of adding other kinds of data if there is need in the future.
The anchor texture is used as a list for how many fragments are stored
for each pixel, this enables the fragment shader to know immediately at what
position to put the current fragment. The problem with this solution is that
there is a fixed limit on the number of how many fragments that can be stored
for each pixel. The single linked version could store many more fragments
for some pixels and much less for others. Effectively that means that this
solution requires a larger fragment buffer to be able support the few pixels
that might have lots of fragments even if the average amount of fragments
per pixel is much lower.

4.3

Resolving the A-buffer

The resolving of the A-Buffer consist of three distinct steps. The ray setup,
the accumulation and the ray casting. The accumulation and ray casting are
done interleaved but in this context they are separated as two different tasks.
To reduce global memory access, all fragments are gathered on a per-pixel
level and stored in local memory. Modern GPUs have memory limitations,
this means that the local array cannot be of arbitrary size. The GPU creates
16

Figure 4.6: The data layout for a fixed list fragment. Each row is a 32-bit
unsigned integer. The components are described in section 4.2.

Figure 4.7: Illustration of a final fixed list.
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a thread per rendered pixel, these threads are included in groups sharing
memory. The larger the required memory is for each thread, the fewer threads
can be created simultaneously by the GPU or simply increasing the time to
create a thread due to memory allocation. If the requested memory is larger
than supported the results are undefined.
The local fragment array is then sorted using bubble sort, there should not
be a performance concern because the local array is small. In this implementation the limit is 32 fragments per pixel, this is a value that worked for this
implementation giving relatively good performance and allowed for enough
fragments for each pixel. The number of fragments per pixel is generally much
lower than 32, usually in the range of 2-8 fragments per pixel. In the current
implementation of OpenSpace even back faces of completely opaque objects
(planets and models) are rendered. This could easily be optimized by using
back-face culling to save memory and a few accesses to the atomic counter.

4.3.1

Ray Preparation

During the ray preparation phase, information about all possible rays for
each pixel is gathered before the accumulation and ray casting is performed.
It is also in this stage that jittering is performed. Jittering is a technique for
adding noise to the ray casting to reduce sampling artifacts.
After the sorting of the fragments starting positions, ray directions, volume
length and volume step size is stored in local arrays. It is these arrays that
are accessed in the accumulation and ray casting stage instead of calculating
on the fly. Step size is the distance between the samples taken during the ray
casting in the volume rendering step.
Jittering
This is a technique for minimizing sampling artifacts. Cook explains the idea
in his paper.
Jittering, or adding noise to sample locations, is a form of stochastic sampling that can be used to approximate a Poisson disk distribution. There are many types of jitter; among these is additive
random jitter, which can eliminate aliasing completely.[18]
The jittering is a step that occurs after the ray direction for a volume is
calculated. The pixel coordinate is used in a permutation function, shown in
listing 4.1, and used to calculate a slight offset in the volume starting position.
This means that the actual starting position is moved in the direction of the
ray which means it does not affect the direction of the ray nor the starting
position in screen coordinates, but only at what depth of the ray certain
samples will be encountered. This technique reduces sampling artifacts.

18

The permute function is a permutation polynomial where the input is
shuffled for a given input range. The technique is described by McEwan et al.
[19]. The prime number 31 has been found to work well with the volumes
tested. The jitter calculation can be seen in listing 4.2.
1
2
3
4

float permute ( float i ) {
// permutation polynomial ; 62=2*31; 961=31*31
return mod ((62.0* i * i + i ) , 961.0) ;
}

Listing 4.1: Permutation function

1
2
3
4

5

float x = gl_FragCoord . x ;
float y = gl_FragCoord . y ;
float jitterValue = float ( permute ( x + permute ( y ) ) ) / 961.0;
vec3 frontPosNew = startColor + ( jitterValue * volumeStepSize [
ii ]) * volume_direction [ ii ];
volume_position [ ii ] = frontPosNew ;

Listing 4.2: Jitter calculation

Step Size Calculation
The step size is calculated for each ray and volume individually. To properly
capture the dynamics of each volume without sampling artifacts each ray
needs to sample as many data points as possible without super sampling.
This is achieved by calculating the amount of steps needed in the direction
of the ray.
resolution = [x, y, z]
raydir = [x′ , y ′ , z ′ ]
f actor = 1

(4.1)

stepsize = 1/(f actor ∗ resolution · raydir)
In equation 4.1, the ray direction raydir is a normalized direction vector with length 1. When calculating the dot product between raydir and
resolution only the volume resolution in the direction of the ray is considered.
The result is also multiplied with a f actor to make it possible to adjust the
step size at runtime. This is used to increase the step size and effectively
increase the number of frames per second to make it easier to navigate.
For models that are not Cartesian or simply not aligned with the volume
this step size calculation is not working properly. This is due to the camera
ray direction would not match the volume resolution without a mapping
function.
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the accumulation process. Accumulation is done
at fragments with Type/ID 0 and in the ray casting operation. After each step
the accumulated final pixel color alpha value is checked and early termination
might occur.

4.3.2

Accumulation

In the accumulation step the fragment array is traversed from the closest
fragment to the fragment furthest away from the camera. Technically it could
be traversed in either direction but the blending function would need to be
adjusted accordingly. The benefit of traversing front to back is that early
termination can be used.
Early termination is simply comparing the alpha channel of the final
pixel color to a threshold value. This value is set high enough so the following
accumulations are negligible, in this case the threshold is 0.99. Once the
threshold value is exceeded the accumulation stops.
Before the fragment traversal begins the final color of the pixel is set
to zero. When the fragment traversal encounters a fragment with Type/ID
zero the color is assumed to be the fragment color and it is simply blended
with the current final color. If the Type/ID is non-zero it is assumed to be a
volume and the volume sampling bit is changed, more on that in 4.3.3. The
accumulation step is illustrated in figure 4.8.

4.3.3

Ray Casting

In OpenSpace the number of possible volumes is put as a definition in the
resolve fragment shader. This enables the ray caster to keep track on which
volumes are currently supposed to be sampled. Each bit in the Type/ID
represents a volume. When a fragment with non-zero Type/ID is passed the
current volume bitmask is changed with bitwise XOR according to listing
4.3.
1

currentBitmask = currentBitmask ^ (1 << ( type -1) ) ;

Listing 4.3: Bitshifting the current colume bitmask
After the current volume bitmask has been updated the state corresponds
to the active volumes that are to be sampled between this fragment and the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: Illustration of the current volume bitmask first four memory
bits. (a) an empty bitmask, no volumes sampled. (b) bit 0 and bit 1 are set
which corresponds to volume 1 and 2.
next. Figure 4.9a illustrates a bitmask with no volumes to be sampled and
figure 4.9b illustrates a bitmask where volume 1 and 2 will be sampled. As
long as the current volume bitmask is non-zero the ray step size is calculated
for the current set of volumes. When the ray casting is done all volumes bit-id
are tested against the current volume bitmask and the ones tested positive
are sampled.
To avoid over- and under exposure when changing sampling frequency, a
blending function depending on the current step size is used. In listing 4.4
the source alpha value is modified by using the step size, the shorter step
size the smaller the resulting source alpha will be.
1
2
3
4
5

void blend ( inout vec4 dst , in vec4 src , in float stepSize ) {
src . a = 1.0 - pow (1.0 - src .a , stepSize ) ;
dst . rgb = dst . rgb + (1.0 - dst . a ) * src . rgb * src . a ;
dst . a = dst . a + (1.0 - dst . a ) * src . a ;
}

Listing 4.4: Blending function used in the ray casting operation. The dst
variable is the total pixel color accumulation. The src variable is the color
fetched from the voxel value and transfer function. The stepSize variable is
the currently calculated step size
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Chapter 5

Results
The following chapter will provide the results and performance statistics of
the implemented system and will also give a short overview of the limitations.

5.1

Combining Volumes

The goal was to implement a system for handling the rendering pipeline for
scenes with multiple intersecting volumes and geometry. The system is in use
and gives the user a dynamic foundation for volume rendering.
When combining volumes, a few special cases need to be tested. Perfectly
intersecting volumes, higher resolution inside lower resolution, lower resolution
inside higher resolution and geometry inside volumes. All of these are easy to
implement but hard to verify. The data is measurements with no real visual
representation, and the only reference is if it looks correct, which is done
most easily when interacting with the volumes and is much harder to show
in images.
Figures 5.1a and 5.1b are visualizations of the BATS-R-US model and
are single volume renderings of the particle density (ρ) and particle pressure
(P ). As seen in figure 5.2, the combination of the two volumes with the exact
same size and position works without any issues.

5.2

Measurements

The system used in the performance measurements is specified in table 5.1.
The timings are the average of 60 consecutive renderings without any animation. All measurements had ran for several minutes before the measurements
were made to ensure that the GPU was not cold boosting performance and
that all hot data was in RAM and cache.
Figure 5.3 shows the rendering times for multiple instances of figure 5.1a
with the same colored transfer function as well as a completely transparent
transfer function. For volumes that have a more intense color mapping (more
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(a) BATS-R-US particle density (ρ)

(b) BATS-R-US particle pressure (P )

Figure 5.1: The transfer functions are similar to a band-pass filter, transparent for both high and low densities for a more esthetically pleasing picture.
Higher densities in the center of the volume and lower outside.
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Figure 5.2: BATS-R-US particle density and pressure rendered together
showing density in purple and pressure in blue.
Type
CPU
RAM
GPU
OS
Kernel
Compiler

Description
Intel Core i7-3770K 3.5 GHZ
16GB 1600MHz
Nvidia Geforce GTX 670 2GB
Ubuntu 14.04.1 LTS 64-bit
3.13.0-24
GCC 4.9.2

Table 5.1: The specifications for the system used in the performance measurements.
quickly reaching alpha 1.0), early termination is reached earlier and lowering
rendering times. Therefore the completely transparent transfer function is a
better representation for how well the system handles multiple volumes while
the colored is closer to what to expect from a real world application.
Table 5.2 shows that it is faster to render ρ and P together than to
render each volume separately. The reason the combination of all volumes is
increasing in rendering times is for the exactly the same reason. The ENLIL
model is a more dense volume causing the ρ and P volumes to sample more
frequently, significantly impacting the performance of the rendering.
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Resolve time in ms (shorter is better)

600

Transparent transfer function
Colored transfer function

546.5

500

466.6
439.7
390.5

400

388.9
336.2

286.6

300

256.7
220.2
200

205.8

158.9155.7
100

0

99.2 99.0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Number of volumes

Figure 5.3: Time in ms to resolve the A-Buffer for different number of
volumes. The volumes are identical BATS-R-US volumes, the same as in
figure 5.1a, each volume has its own texture to avoid cache effects. The
transparent transfer function avoids early termination in the ray casting. The
colored transfer function is closer to a real world example with some rays early
terminating. The resolution used in rendering is 1280x720 and the resolution
of the data is 600x200x200.

Rendered Objects
ρ
P
ENLIL
ρ, P
ρ, P , ENLIL

Resolution
600x200x200
600x200x200
256x30x90
-

Covered Pixels
100%
100%
49%
100%
100%

Average Time (ms)
112.1366
110.9919
37.1353
189.9444
254.1934

Table 5.2: Data for the resolve step. Step size during ray casting is dependent on the number of data samples available in the direction of the ray. If
volumes are intersecting the smallest step size is used for both volumes. The
percentage of the screen pixels covered by each model in the scene is included
for performance comparison. Figure 5.4 shows scene used for measurements this scene does not represent anything but is only a technical demonstration.
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Figure 5.4: Scene used for resolve performance measuring. ρ and P are
perfectly overlapping and with the same volumetric resolution and the ENLIL
model is a spherical volume that is inside ρ and P . This scene does not
represent anything physical but is only for technical demonstration.

5.3

Image Quality

Image quality tends to be a controversial and qualitatively concept. This
reports tries to be objective and only do comparison of images with more or
less noise, the perceived quality is up to the beholder.

5.3.1

Step Size

The step size for the ray casting is calculated depending on the resolution
which only works for volumes where the data is Cartesian and aligned with
the volume. For models where the volume is a tightly packed spherical grid
as developed by Törnros [2] the resolution is not aligned with the volume
which causes improper step size from certain angles. Figure 5.5a shows the
ENLIL model from the optimal angle where the smallest step size is used
which makes a high quality rendering. In figure 5.5b rendering artifacts from
too long step size is clearly visible.

5.3.2

Jittering

Wood-grain artifacts can be seen in figure 5.6b. The jittering, as described in
4.3.1, reduces the sampling artifacts noticeably but introduces slightly more
noise. Figure 5.6 shows a comparison of with and without jittering.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Comparison of spherical ENLIL model rendered from (a) highest
resolution angle and (b) lowest resolution angle.
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(a) Jittering

(b) No jittering

Figure 5.6: Comparison of volumes rendering with jittering and without.
In both cases they are rendering with a longer step size than default to make
the difference more apparent.
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Chapter 6

Discussion and Future Work
This chapter will discuss the implementation and the design choices made and
also comment on future work. The future work is not only work that could
have been done in the context of this thesis, but also work that could improve
OpenSpace overall. These discussions will omit tuning of implementation to
improve, for example, hardware memory cache effects but only algorithms
that would be beneficial for OpenSpace.

6.1

Time-Varying Volumes

As shown by Sand [3], visualizations of time-varying data can greatly enhance
the understanding of models and data. This implementation, unfortunately,
only supports single time step volumes but could in the future also support
time-varying volumes. The work done by Sand [3] was done in OpenCL
which makes it impossible to incorporate seamlessly into this rendering system
without porting to OpenGL, but once ported should work with minor changes
to the rendering pipeline.
As pointed out by the scientists at CCMC this is one of the most important
areas of improvement for future versions of OpenSpace.

6.2

A-Buffer Implementations

The current implementations of the A-Buffer solution uses two simple algorithms for handling the fragments; the singly linked list and the fixed list.
The main reason for choosing these was that they were basic implementations
that could be evaluated and improved at a later stage. This allowed more
work to be done on the multi-volume ray casting.
The singly linked list has relatively good performance in general, especially
compared to the fixed list. Since OpenGL supports atomic buffers, more than
one atomic counter could be used. This would enable a combination of the
fixed list and the singly linked list into something that could be called a multi
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Figure 6.1: Illustration on how a final multi linked list could look like.
linked list. Figure 6.1 illustrates how a multi linked list could work with
two atomic counters. This enables tightly packed lists for groups of pixels
and could be extended to arbitrary number of atomic counters and pixels.
By using multi linked lists would cause less lost memory than the fixed list
while still maintaining and hopefully increasing the performance of the singly
linked list.
There are at least three reasons that the fixed list is not an optimal version.
The first reason is, as mentioned before, the inefficient use of memory. If the
fragment buffer would be allocated for n number of fragments per pixel, the
fixed list would only allow n per pixel. A single linked list allocated for n
fragments per pixel would allow more fragments per pixel for some pixels as
long as the average is n or lower per pixel. The second is memory caching.
The GPU tries to be smart about memory fetching since this is the main
bottleneck for computer graphics. What the GPU does is when requesting a
certain memory block it assumes that adjacent pixels will request adjacent
memory blocks and pre-fetches larger blocks into shared memory. When
the fixed list is having fixed offsets, much less memory is adjacent for few
fragments per pixel which is going to cause many cache misses and noticeable
loss in performance. The last reason the fixed list is not optimal is the need
for atomic textures. There seem to be huge performance impact when using
the OpenGL functions imageAtomicAdd and imageAtomicExchange. This is
likely due to the current generation of graphics drivers.
The last possible implementation that could improve performance of the
A-Buffer is using paged memory as described by Lindholm et al. [14]. This
would allow memory to be dynamically allocated in groups of n number of
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fragments, and if a pixel needs more than n it simply requests another group
of n. This would effectively lead to a singly linked list where each block stores
n amount of fragments, which would be beneficial for memory usage and
cache locality. The paged memory solution also causes some concern. When
using paged memory, it uses spin-locks that needs compile time constants
for the amount of spins, which can have huge performance impact depending
on which number is used, much like the discussed briefly in 4.3. It is also
a concern in case a thread dies or gets terminated unexpectedly because it
would keep the lock locked for every other thread that wants to add fragments
to the buffer.

6.3

Ray Casting

The current implementation of the ray casting is fundamental and only includes early termination and jittering. There are a few techniques which
could be added for improved quality and render speed.

6.3.1

Adaptive Sampling and Empty Voxel Skipping

Adaptive sampling are techniques for adjusting the step size depending on
how much the previous steps have contributed to the final color. This works
excellent for a single volume. It is problematic when having more than one
volume and trying to adapt the step size for several volumes at once. This
requires many texture lookups which might significantly reduce the performance.
Techniques for voxel skipping is more useful. For a fixed transfer function,
another volume is pre-computed for each volume with distances to the closest
contributing voxel. This would speedup the raycasting significantly for especially the edge cases to reach the initial contributing voxel. This technique
could also be used for several volumes at once by simply selecting the one that
has the closest contributing voxel and starting the ray casting from there.

6.3.2

Inside Volume Rendering

Inside volume rendering was considered early in the project but not implemented for more important work. This would enable rendering and studying
of models with large scale difference. The ENLIL model used in this thesis
spans from about 20 solar radii to about the orbit of Jupiter while the BATSR-US that is affected by the solar storms modeled in the ENLIL model is
located at the Earth and spans about 180 Earth radii.
This means that the BATS-R-US model is at least 10x smaller than the
ENLIL model along its longest axis. To visualize how the models interact,
the camera would have to be close to the BATS-R-US model and therefore
inside the ENLIL model.
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With rendering inside a volume, images could be rendered close to Earth
with the solar storm pushing and pulling the earth magnetosphere which
would be great for public outreach and model confirmation.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
The multi volume rendering system implemented has given the possibility to
combine renderings of multiple volumes and geometry in an interactive way.
It enables scientists to explore and present models in their proper context.
With the ability to render planets and spacecraft inside models, the user gets
a better mental picture of how the effects the physical phenomena modeled
are affecting life on earth.
Since the pipeline does all the depth sorting on a per pixel level, there is
no need to build any data structures or render in any specific order. The only
limitation is that the depth calculation must be the same for all objects.
The volumes can be rendered intersecting without any artifacts no matter
in which way they are sampled (Cartesian or spherical). Due to the calculation
of step sizes, the difference in size or distance does not matter, the volumes
are still rendered in as high quality as possible. Jittering is also implemented
to remove common sampling artifacts.
The rendering techniques proposed by Törnros [2] is implemented allowing
OpenSpace to render Cartesian and spherical models correctly. The work done
by Sand [3] is not implemented due to technical difficulties. Work has been
done to port Flare to OpenSpace but it cannot render the Flare volumes in
the A-Buffer pipeline.
For future versions of OpenSpace, better performance for the ray casting is
needed to maintain interactive rendering speeds when the number of volumes
increases. The techniques for improving ray casting performance could be
implemented but it is also important to include the aspect of performance
and the rendering quality needed. By simply using a slightly larger step size
the rendering speed could be improved drastically while still maintaining a
quality good enough for interacting with the data. During development a
longer step size was used during camera movements which made precision
movement easier while still maintained the visual structures of the volume.
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Acronyms
AMNH American Museum of Natural History. Museum and research center
in New York NY
CCMC Community Coordinated Modeling Center. A GSFC department
that provides to the international research community access to modern
space science simulations
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center. A NASA facility in Maryland USA
LiU Linköping University. A University in Linköping and Norrköping Sweden
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Agency. The agency of the United
States government that is responsible for the nation’s civilian space
program and for aeronautics and aerospace research
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